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Abstract



We adopt a spectral-element method (SEM) to perform numerical simulations of the complex wavefield generated by the 6 April 2009 Mw 6.3 L’Aquila earthquake in central Italy. The mainshock is represented by a finite-fault solution obtained by inverting strong-motion and Global Positioning System data, testing both 1D and 3D wavespeed models for central Italy. Surface topography, attenuation, and the Moho discontinuity are also accommodated. Including these complexities is essential to accurately simulate seismic-wave propagation. Three-component synthetic waveforms are compared to corresponding velocimeter and strong-motion recordings. The results show a favorable match between data and synthetics up to ∼0:5 Hz in a 200 km × 200 km × 60 km model volume, capturing features mainly related to topography or low-wavespeed basins. We construct synthetic peak ground velocity maps that, for the 3D model, are in good agreement with observations, thus providing valuable information for seismic-hazard assessment. Exploiting the SEM in combination with an adjoint method, we calculate finite-frequency kernels for specific seismic arrivals. These kernels capture the volumetric sensitivity associated with the selected waveform and highlight prominent effects of topography on seismic-wave propagation in central Italy. Online Material: Movie of wave propagation, waveform fits, and stable of station parameters.



Introduction The 6 April 2009 M w 6.3 L’Aquila earthquake had a severe impact on the Abruzzi region in terms of destruction and casualties. Imaging of the source (Anzidei et al., 2009; Atzori et al., 2009; Cirella et al., 2009, 2012; Pino and Di Luccio, 2009; Cheloni et al., 2010; Scognamiglio et al., 2010) highlights a complex rupture history composed of two main slip releases and controlled by spatial variations of material properties along the fault (Chiarabba et al., 2010; Lucente et al., 2010; Di Stefano, Chiarabba, et al., 2011) as well as temporal variations (Lucente et al., 2010; Zaccarelli et al., 2011). The source characteristics are partly responsible for the southeast directivity (Pino and Di Luccio, 2009; Akinci et al., 2010) and the unusually high levels of strong acceleration recorded close to L’Aquila city (Ameri et al., 2009; Çelebi et al., 2010). We note that all previous source imaging studies have adopted 1D layered seismic wavespeed models for the inversion, even excluding the topography which, however, is relevant in a region like Abruzzo that is crossed by the Apennines. Volpe et al. (2012) performed a linear inversion of geodetic deformation data for the main event that includes a 3D tomographic model and



surface topography. They show that adopting a realistic 3D structural model has considerable impact on the retrieved source parameters, because homogeneous or 1D layered models can introduce trade-offs between structural and source parameters. Utilizing complex structural models for high-resolution simulations of seismic-wave propagation is challenging, especially if a realistic finite source is also accounted for. Needless to say, accurate simulations are critical for quantitative seismic-hazard assessment. In this article, we seek to compare observed and simulated seismic waveforms for the 2009 L’Aquila earthquake. We take into account existing knowledge of 3D features of the region, namely significant topography and complex geology. To accommodate topography, we adopt Shuttle Radar Topographic Mission (SRTM) data (Jarvis et al., 2008), and for the 3D structural model we use the tomographic model of Chiarabba et al. (2010) for central Italy. Finally, we adopt the finite-source solution proposed by Cirella et al. (2009), which was obtained based on a nonlinear joint inversion of accelerometer and Global Positioning System (GPS) records. 73
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In order to accurately simulate complete waveforms for complex media and events, suitable numerical methods are required. Several research groups worldwide are using the most advanced 3D numerical techniques and tools for both forward and inverse modeling. The finite-difference method is probably the most widely used (e.g., Madariaga, 1976; Virieux, 1986; Olsen and Archuleta, 1996; Moczo et al., 2007), but in that technique it is difficult to accurately handle sharp topographic variations and their effect on seismic-wave propagation (see for instance Tarras et al., 2011, and references therein). Thus, for regions such as central Italy in which topography is significant we prefer to resort to a finite-element technique, in which handling topography is natural and accurate. Other methods include spectral and pseudospectral techniques (e.g., Carcione, 1994), which are characterized by high accuracy, or finite-element methods (FEMs), which have been successfully used for seismicwave simulations in 3D sedimentary basins because of their geometrical flexibility (e.g., Bao et al., 1998). The ADERDG method (e.g., Arnold, 1982; Falk and Richter, 1999; Hu et al., 1999; Rivière and Wheeler, 2003; Monk and Richter, 2005; Käser and Dumbser, 2006) exploits the geometrical advantages offered by tetrahedral meshes and thus appears promising because of improved flexibility in the mesh creation step when compared to other high-order methods, while preserving comparable accuracy. However, from a computational perspective it is significantly more expensive. In this article, we adopt the spectral-element method (SEM), which combines the accuracy of pseudospectral methods with the flexibility of the FEM, thereby providing key advantages in terms of computational performance (e.g., Tromp et al., 2008). If need be, the SEM can be implemented as a discontinuous Galerkin method (Kopriva et al., 2002; Kopriva, 2006; Acosta Minolia and Kopriva, 2011). The SEM has been used to study 2D and 3D local, regional, and global seismic-wave propagation problems (e.g., Cohen et al., 1993; Priolo et al., 1994; Faccioli et al., 1997; Komatitsch, 1997; Komatitsch and Vilotte, 1998; Komatitsch and Tromp, 2002a,b; Chaljub and Valette, 2004; Komatitsch et al., 2004, 2005; Liu et al., 2004; Stich and Morelli, 2007; Lee et al., 2008; Stich et al., 2009; Stupazzini et al., 2009; Tape et al., 2010; Zhu et al., 2012a,b). In particular, in the recent work of Smerzini and Villani (2012), the SEM implemented in the code GeoELSE (Stupazzini et al., 2009) has been used to simulate near-fault ground motions produced by the 2009 L’Aquila mainshock. The principal aim of this study was to investigate the effects of stochastically varying kinematic source descriptions on waveforms. They proposed a hybrid scheme that combines SEM synthetics for frequencies up to 2.5 Hz with higher-frequency stochastic components in order to simulate near-field ground motions over the engineering frequency range of interest. In the following sections we present source and wavespeed models implemented in the SEM code SPECFEM3D_ Cartesian (Peter et al., 2011) for simulations of the 2009 M w 6.3 L’Aquila earthquake. Comparisons between



Figure 1. The study area in central Italy, with dimensions of 200 km × 200 km used for SEM simulations of the wavefield generated by the 2009 M w 6.3 L’Aquila event. The gray star represents the location of the mainshock; the focal mechanism was obtained by the Time Domain Moment Tensor (TDMT) solution (see Data and Resources); and the black rectangle indicates the fault plane. Triangles represent 26 stations used in this study: white triangles, the eight velocimeters of the Italian National Seismic Network (INSN); black triangles, 18 accelerometers (17 of the Italian strong-motion network [RAN] and 1 placed at the Mediterranean Very Broadband Seismographic Network [MedNet] station AQU). observed data and SEM synthetics produced for flat versus undulating models emphasize the importance of topography for realistic ground-motion simulations. Furthermore, comparisons between data and synthetics for 1D and 3D wavespeed models of the region clearly demonstrate the importance of 3D models for accurate ground-motion simulations. Valuable implications for seismic-hazard analyses can be deduced from synthetic peak ground velocity (PGV) maps obtained using SPECFEM3D_Cartesian and a fully 3D model for central Italy. Finally, by exploiting the adjoint approach (e.g., Tarantola, 1984; Akçelik et al., 2003; Tromp et al., 2005, 2008; Fichtner, 2010), we determine 3D finitefrequency sensitivity kernels to illuminate those structural features responsible for specific phases observed in seismograms (e.g., Tape et al., 2010).



The 2009 L’Aquila Earthquake On 6 April 2009 at 01:32 UTC the Abruzzi region was struck by an earthquake with moment magnitude Mw 6.3 at centroid location 42.35° N, 13.38° E at a depth of 9.5 km (e.g., Chiaraluce, 2012). Rupture occurred on a normal fault striking northwest–southeast along the central Apennines axis and dipping at about 50° to the southwest (Fig. 1). The event caused more than 300 casualties and severe damage in the city of L’Aquila and in the surrounding villages. The



Spectral-Element Simulations of Seismic Waves Generated by the 2009 L’Aquila Earthquake mainshock was preceded by a sequence of small events that started a few months earlier. The largest foreshock occurred on 30 March 2009 with Mw 4 (e.g., Scognamiglio et al., 2010). Several aftershocks followed the main event; among them, the M w 5.6 on 7 April 2009 and the M w 5.4 on 9 April 2009 events are the largest. In this study, we are interested in the seismic wavefield generated by the L’Aquila mainshock. The target region (Fig. 1) features a complex tectonic structure and evolution characterized by highly variable geologic and geomorphologic patterns (e.g., Malinverno and Ryan, 1986; Patacca and Scandone, 1989; Doglioni, 1991, 1995; Scrocca, 2006). At present, the central sector of the Apennines chain involves northeast-trending horizontal extension (e.g., Mariucci et al., 1999; Hunstad et al., 2003; Montone et al., 2004; Li et al., 2007) related to the opening of the Tyrrhenian back-arc basin (e.g., Malinverno and Ryan, 1986). This extensive regime causes the formation of several intramountain basins of varying dimensions, such as the L’Aquila, Sulmona, and Fucino basins, which are covered by Plio-Quaternary continental sediments (e.g., Cavinato and De Celles, 1999; Chiarabba et al., 2010; Fig. 2). Thus, most of the active faults are normal, comprising a fault system striking northwest–southeast along the Apennines and bounding the basins (e.g., Chiaraluce et al., 2004; Patacca et al., 2008). In particular, the epicentral area corresponds to the upper and middle Aterno valley, with Quaternary lacustrine deposits forming its basins. The depth of the deposits in this area varies from about 60 m to more than 200 m from the upper to the middle Aterno valley (Bosi and Bertini, 1970), and much evidence of ground-motion amplification has been found (e.g., De Luca et al., 2005; Akinci et al., 2010). Finally, remarkable topographic ridges characterize the region, including the Gran Sasso and Maiella massifs to the east and the Simbruini Mountains to the west (e.g., Chiarabba et al., 2010; Fig. 2). The volume involved in our simulations extends 200 km × 200 km horizontally and 60 km in depth, with limits of latitude and longitude of 41.10°–42.90° N and 12.04°–14.45° E (Fig. 1), respectively. For the main characteristics of the 2009 L’Aquila event we refer to the study of Cirella et al. (2009), who deduce the rupture history of the earthquake from a nonlinear joint inversion of seismic strong-motion and GPS data. They also provide synthetic time series that can be benchmarked against our simulations. They adopt a fault plane with a strike of N133° E and a dip of 54° to the southwest. The strike direction is taken from a Synthetic Aperture Radar interferometric data analysis (Atzori et al., 2009). The dip value is consistent with both the hypocenter location and observed surface breakages (EMERGEO Working Group, 2010). In addition, the assumed strike and dip are within the range of values inferred from moment tensor solutions (see Data and Resources). The distribution of aftershocks and GPS displacements (Anzidei et al., 2009) also contributed to the identification of the fault geometry. Cirella et al. (2009) determine a heterogeneous fault-slip distribution (see Fig. 2a
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therein) in which two main patches are evident, namely, a shallow small slip feature located up-dip from the hypocenter and a larger deeper feature (between 9 km and 14 km depth) located southeastward. This slip distribution is in agreement with the on-fault aftershock pattern and induced surface breakages. Moreover, they infer a larger rupture speed in the up-dip direction (∼2:8 km=s) compared to the along-strike direction (∼2 km=s). This is probably related to a lower wavespeed layer in the crustal profile used by Cirella et al. (2009) at depths corresponding to the largest slip patch, suggesting strong structural control of the rupture process (Cirella et al., 2012).



Data The 2009 Mw 6.3 L’Aquila mainshock was recorded by a dense network of receivers (e.g., Akinci et al., 2010; Chiarabba et al., 2010). Among the available records we rejected those that showed clipped signals. The final dataset consists of eight velocimetric stations of the Italian National Seismic Network (INSN), managed by the Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica e Vulcanologia (INGV), and 17 accelerometric stations of the Italian strong-motion network (RAN), managed by the Italian Civil Protection agency. In addition, AQU, a very broadband station of the Mediterranean Very Broadband Seismographic Network (MedNet) operated by INGV, was equipped with an accelerometer. The locations of the 26 receivers are shown in Figure 1. Inclusion of accelerometric records is very useful when dealing with moderate to large earthquakes, such as the L’Aquila mainshock. In fact, these time series provide onscale seismic signals recorded very close to the event, and, in other studies, they have been used to estimate, for example, source parameters, seismic attenuation, and local site amplification effects (e.g., Bindi et al., 2009; Cirella et al., 2009; Akinci et al., 2010). It is worth noting that 13 out of the 26 stations included here were used in the source inversion of Cirella et al. (2009). Specifically, they are the 12 accelerometers of the RAN and the accelerometer collocated at the AQU MedNet station. A preliminary comparison between the synthetics calculated by Cirella et al. (2009) and those simulated using SPECFEM3D_Cartesian, adopting the same source and structural models, showed reasonable agreement between the simulated waveforms (Magnoni, 2012). Overall, this test demonstrated that the source model parametrization adopted in our simulations is consistent with the results obtained by Cirella et al. (2009). For proper comparisons, recorded seismograms and synthetic waveforms calculated using SPECFEM3D_Cartesian underwent the same processing steps. In particular, accelerometric data and SEM acceleration synthetics were integrated to obtain ground velocities, and band-pass filtered with corner frequencies of 0.02 Hz and 0.5 Hz. Synthetics for the velocimetric stations were convolved with the appropriate instrument response and subsequently filtered between
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Figure 2. (a) 1D wavespeed and density profiles for the central-Italy region, courtesy of Cirella et al. (2009). Models m1DF and m1DT include vertical profiles (LVZ) that are based upon the crustal model of Bagh et al. (2007; labeled Bagh), modified with a shallow (0–1.5 km) low-wavespeed layer from Herrmann and Malagnini (2009). Profiles labeled RF are derived from receiver function studies at specific stations, but we do not include this information in our models. Density values ρ (in g=cm3 ) are shown on the right. (b) On-fault slip distribution for the 2009 M w 6.3 L’Aquila earthquake. It was obtained by discretizing the finite source of the mainshock into 7063 point sources and by interpolating the source parameters determined by Cirella et al. (2009); the rupture time is shown by white contour lines (in seconds). The red star indicates the mainshock hypocenter. (c) View from the southeast of the 3D wavespeed model (m3D) in central Italy. The scale for α is on the bottom right; β is calculated from α and α=β. The model volume is 200 km × 200 km × 60 km, and the homogeneous layer below the Moho surface (Di Stefano and Bianchi et al., 2011) is denoted in black. In transparency, the internal tomographic model is shown. Blue features correspond to α  6:4 km=s, orange features correspond to α=β  1:84. (d) View from the southeast of the hexahedral mesh used to implement model m3D into SPECFEM3D_Cartesian. The element size increases from the top to the bottom by means of two mesh triplings. The spatial scale, as well as blue and orange features, are the same as in (c). (e) Close up of the white inset in (d). The fault plane of the 2009 L’Aquila event is shown, together with aftershocks that occurred in the 10 days following the mainshock (green squares).



Spectral-Element Simulations of Seismic Waves Generated by the 2009 L’Aquila Earthquake 0.02 Hz and 0.5 Hz, like the corresponding observed velocities.



Numerical Method The accuracy of the SEM in simulating complex events at local scales, combined with its computational efficiency and ease of use, make it a very good option for our purposes. The SEM is based on a weak formulation of the seismic-wave equation that guarantees very accurate modeling of surface waves (e.g., Komatitsch et al., 2005). Moreover, the method uses high-order Lagrange polynomials to interpolate the wavefield, together with Gauss–Lobatto–Legendre (GLL) quadrature, both defined on the same GLL points, thus leading to a perfectly diagonal mass matrix. Therefore, it is possible to adopt an explicit time scheme to integrate the global system, thereby accommodating a very efficient implementation on parallel computers (e.g., Tromp et al., 2008; Komatitsch, 2011; Peter et al., 2011). In addition, the highdegree Lagrange polynomials assure exponential spatial accuracy. Thorough reviews of the SEM in seismology can be found, e.g., in Komatitsch et al. (2005), Chaljub et al. (2007), Tromp et al. (2008), and Fichtner (2010). In this article, we use the spectral-element software package SPECFEM3D_Cartesian (i.e., the version of SPECFEM3D for local/regional simulations, see Data and Resources; Peter et al., 2011) for forward simulations of the wavefield generated by the 2009 L’Aquila event. This software package allows us to accommodate all complexities that affect seismic-wave propagation, such as topography, lateral wavespeed variations, attenuation, anisotropy, absorbing conditions at model boundaries as well as a finite-source description. In particular, we use a kinematic source model, although the code also allows for dynamic rupture modeling (e.g., Madariaga et al., 2006; Huang et al., 2013). The input elements for the code are models of the wavespeed structure and of the seismic source. The model volume is discretized using a mesh of hexahedral elements, and the values of the material properties are assigned to each GLL point. These aspects will be discussed in more details in the following sections. Using SPECFEM3D_Cartesian, we simulate 60 s long three-component seismograms at all 26 stations in a volume of 200 km × 200 km × 60 km. The kinematic source was determined by Cirella et al. (2009), and both 1D models (with and without topography) and 3D wavespeed models are tested, using appropriate meshes. High-performance computational facilities at INGV were used for the simulations, running parallel jobs on the cluster ELIOS, which has 64 compute nodes, each with 2 quad-core AMD Opteron 2374 processors at 2.4 GHz and with 16 GB of RAM (512 total cores, 2 GB of RAM/core). Using the 3D wavespeed model, a forward simulation of 60 s duration requires 32 hr on 308 cores. In this article, we also use the same SEM code in combination with an adjoint method to construct finite-
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frequency sensitivity kernels defined by specific phases in observed seismograms.



Geological Model and Mesh Central Italy has a very intriguing and complicated internal structure that is characterized by a complex Moho and a highly heterogeneous impedance profile with numerous shallow and poorly constrained sedimentary basins. Among the largest are the Piana del Fucino and Aterno basins, which are immediately adjacent to the fault associated with the 2009 M w 6.3 L’Aquila mainshock. Numerous other small Apennines basins are poorly constrained, especially vertically. Nevertheless, they play a key role in the description of site effects that are prominent in this region (e.g., Bindi et al., 2004, 2009; Castro et al., 2004). We considered the 3D tomographic model of Chiarabba et al. (2010) and included the V S30 layer of Michelini et al. (2008) to account for basin amplification. The resulting model, hereafter labeled the m3D model, covers a region of 200 km × 200 km × 60 km in central Italy. The material properties of the structure below the Moho are taken from Di Stefano and Bianchi et al. (2011). A description of the main features of the geology is inserted in Figure 2c. In order to take full advantage of the capabilities of the SEM, SPECFEM3D_Cartesian requires that the geological volume is described by a conforming all-hexahedral unstructured mesh. The highest accuracy is obtained by honoring all structural heterogeneities, but such a detailed discretization is often impossible to achieve with hexahedral elements, requiring months of tedious art-and-craft work (e.g., Casarotti et al., 2008). Moreover, uncertainties in the 3D tomographic model do not warrant such a detailed mesh. Thus, we exploit the option of letting the seismological parameters (wavespeeds, density, and attenuation) vary inside each element and, by so doing, the tomographic model is replicated through interpolation. The resulting mesh, shown in Figure 2d–e, covers the entire model volume and honors the Moho surface as described by Di Stefano and Bianchi et al. (2011) and a 90 m resolution SRTM topography. It has been constructed using GEOCUBIT (Casarotti et al., 2008), a collection of Python scripts that provides parallel access to the meshing tools offered by the CUBIT mesh generation package (see Data and Resources) that is explicitly designed for geological applications. The mesh is unstructured and composed of about 7.6 million hexahedral elements. The resolution on the surface is 200 m and it decreases by means of 2 refining mesh layers to 1800 m below the Moho. This mesh has been designed for simulations that are numerically accurate up to ∼5 Hz (i.e., significantly beyond the expected accuracy of our structural and source models) to be completely sure of the accuracy of our numerical simulations. The adoption of a parallel hexahedral mesher facilitates unstructured mesh construction on 308 cores of the INGV cluster in about 20 min. In order to benchmark our simulations in a layered model and to illustrate the effects of surface topography,
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we also constructed two 1D wavespeed models for central Italy. They are based on the crustal profile used by Cirella et al. (2009), which combines the 1D model of Bagh et al. (2007) with a shallow low wavespeed layer from Herrmann and Malagnini (2009), shown in Figure 2a. One of the two models also includes topography from the SRTM data. In order to run the simulations, the 1D profiles are implemented in a simple homogeneous hexahedral mesh, with 259,200 elements of size 1 km3 and with a resolution of about 0.5 Hz. Hereafter, the 1D models with and without topography are labeled m1DT and m1DF, respectively. Both the m3D and m1DT models account for seismicwave attenuation by calculating the quality factor, Q, via Q  0:02β, in which β denotes the shear wavespeed, a relationship also adopted by Olsen et al. (2003) and consistent with studies on attenuation in central Italy (e.g., Castro et al., 2004 and Bindi et al., 2009 and references therein). Mass density, ρ, is estimated via a quadratic function of compressional wavespeed, α, using the relationship ρ  0:025α2 − 0:055α  2:134 (in which ρ is in g=cm3 and α in km=s), empirically determined by interpolating gravity data and geological models (Di Luzio et al., 2009; see figs. 7 and 8 therein).



Finite-Source Model Our representation of the 2009 L’Aquila main event is based on the kinematic source model of Cirella et al. (2009) that incorporates both geodetic and seismological data in the inversion procedure. Relying on their model, the fault plane is 28 km long and 17.5 km wide, as shown in Fig. 2b, and the strike and dip angles are fixed at N133° E and 54° to the southwest, respectively. Cirella et al. (2009) subdivide the finite fault into subpatches and assign model parameters, peak slip speed, slip direction, rupture time, and rise time, to the patch corners, with a final resolution of ∼258 m and a maximum resolvable frequency of ∼0:5 Hz. The model parameters are allowed to vary within each subpatch through bilinear interpolation of the nodal values. They adopt a single window approach and the source-time function is represented by a regularized Yoffe function (Tinti et al., 2005) with time to peak slip velocity equal to 0.225 s. Their joint inversion of strong motion and static displacement records is performed using a two-stage nonlinear technique (Piatanesi et al., 2007). During the first stage a heat-bath simulated-annealing algorithm constructs the ensemble of models that efficiently sample the good data-fitting regions. For the forward modeling they use a discrete wavenumber technique (Spudich and Xu, 2003) with 1D Green’s functions. A combined cost function for seismological and geodetic data quantifies the goodness of a model. In the second stage the algorithm performs a statistical analysis of the model ensemble, which results in an average stable model of the earthquake rupture parameters in agreement with the data, from which the final slip distribution is derived (see fig. 2a in Cirella et al., 2009).



Using our code, a finite fault must be discretized into point sources, described by the moment density tensor components, location, rupture time, and half duration. In order to reproduce the same fault extent as in Cirella et al. (2009), we construct a grid with points located at the center of each patch and again with a resolution of 258 m. This results in a finite fault discretized with 7063 point sources, each of which has source parameters obtained by interpolating those of Cirella et al. (2009). Thus, the on-fault slip, rise time, and rupture time distributions agree very well with those obtained by Cirella et al. (2009; Fig. 2b). Moreover, given the resolution and rise time history of this finite fault, the frequency content is limited to ∼0:5 Hz, as expected. The moment density tensor components of each subsource are calculated by estimating the shear modulus from the values of shear wavespeed and density of the appropriate structural model (m1DF, m1DT, or m3D).



Simulations with 1D Models: Topographic Effects Several studies document the importance of including realistic descriptions of surface topography to accurately reproduce seismic-wave propagation and surface ground motion (e.g., Kawase and Aki, 1990; Bouchon and Barker, 1996; Bouchon et al., 1996; Spudich et al., 1996; Komatitsch and Vilotte, 1998; Komatitsch et al., 2004; Lee et al., 2008; Lee, Chan, et al., 2009; Lee, Komatitsch, et al., 2009; Monteiller et al., 2013). In addition, these studies highlight the ability of the SEM to accommodate such complexity in simulations at very high resolution (e.g., Lee, Chan, et al., 2009). In general, surface topography can cause complex wave propagation phenomena, with seismic energy reflected and scattered by mountain ridges (as shown by several studies, e.g., Massa et al., 2010, and references therein; Monteiller et al., 2013). In particular, ground motions amplify on hilltops and along ridges (e.g., Çelebi, 1987; Kawase and Aki, 1990; Bouchon and Barker, 1996; Bouchon et al., 1996; Komatitsch and Vilotte, 1998; Lee, Chan, et al., 2009), with multiple reflections prolonging seismic shaking (e.g., Lee et al., 2008). Remarkable variations in PGV and acceleration values have been attributed to topography, highlighting its role for seismic-hazard assessment (e.g., Komatitsch and Vilotte, 1998; Lee, Chan, et al., 2009; Lee, Komatitsch, et al., 2009). In central Italy, amplifications of ground motion related to topography have been observed, for example, by Marra et al. (2000), Donati et al. (2001), Marzorati et al. (2009), Massa et al. (2010), Pischiutta et al. (2010), and our simulation volume features relevant topographic relief. As a consequence, inclusion of topography in our models turns out to be of fundamental importance for properly simulating observed ground motions. In this section, topographic effects on seismic waves are studied by comparing SEM synthetics calculated using models m1DF and m1DT to data. Some representative examples are shown in Figure 3. Time series are filtered between 0.02 Hz and 0.5 Hz, and all three ground-velocity components are shown. In general, considering the entire dataset
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Figure 3. Three-component velocity seismograms (E, east; N, north; Z, vertical) for stations indicated by the labels on the left (see Fig. 1 for locations). The recorded time series are in black; the synthetic time series obtained by SEM simulations using the 1D wavespeed model without topography (m1DF) or the 1D model with topography (m1DT) are in gray. The seismograms are band-pass filtered in the range 0.02–0.5 Hz, and the y axis is the same for each station. Units are cm/s for stations GSA, FMG, SBC, and SUL and counts for stations NRCA and CERA. (see Ⓔ Figs. S1–S7 in the electronic supplement to this article), the first part of the seismograms appears only slightly influenced by the introduction of topography, because weak variations are evident between the synthetics for the two



models. This confirms that the first seconds of the waveforms are related mainly to effects of the rupture, that is, to the direct waves emitted by the source. In contrast, we see that introduction of topography in model m1DT improves the
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fit between synthetics and observed seismograms in the coda part of the signal. Often, coda waves, which are related to late-arriving surface waves (e.g., Clouser and Langston, 1995; Komatitsch and Vilotte, 1998), are reproduced only by introducing topography. Hence, these features may be attributed to reflections and reverberations caused by central Apennines ridges. This is generally evident in all groundmotion components (e.g., stations SBC, SUL, and NRCA), and in some cases the fit is remarkably good (e.g., stations FMG and SUL). A quantitative analysis of topographic effects is presented in the Waveform Misfit Analysis subsection. It is worth noting that the Cirella et al. (2009) source inversion is based upon a 1D flat wavespeed model, and thus topographic effects may have been partially mapped into the source model. However, Cirella et al. (2009) focused their analysis on the first part of the seismograms, suggesting only minor mapping of topography into source parameters. This explains why the m1DT model can be combined with the kinematic source model of Cirella et al. (2009). When we analyze the results more closely, we see, however, that many features in the seismograms are still not adequately reproduced. The remaining discrepancies between data and synthetics mainly highlight the need for a 3D description of the structure, accounting for other heterogeneities in the region. This is discussed in the next section. Finally, we note that another difference between the two 1D models considered in this section is that model m1DF does not incorporate wave attenuation. The implementation of this feature in the simulations is important, especially if the region of interest is characterized by low wavespeed sedimentary basins (e.g., Olsen et al., 2003; Komatitsch et al., 2004; Lee et al., 2008).



Simulations with a 3D Model: Effects of Geological Structures Modeling lateral variations in wavespeed, density, and attenuation is of paramount importance in order to accurately reproduce ground motions, as documented in many studies (e.g., Olsen et al., 2003; Komatitsch et al., 2004; Lee et al., 2008; Chaljub, 2009; Lee, Chan, et al., 2009; Lee, Komatitsch, et al., 2009; Stupazzini et al., 2009; Chaljub et al., 2010; Tape et al., 2010). In particular, areas characterized by low wavespeed sedimentary basins may show a very different ground response compared to hardrock sites, with strong amplifications, multiple reverberations, and prolonged shaking (e.g., Rovelli et al., 2001; Olsen et al., 2006; Chaljub et al., 2007; Lee et al., 2008). Moreover, these effects can be intensified and complicated by topographic ridges, which can cause amplifications, reflections, and multipathing (e.g., Lee et al., 2008; Lee, Komatitsch, et al., 2009). Significant site amplifications have been observed for the 2009 M w 6.3 L’Aquila event in neighboring regions (e.g., Ameri et al., 2009; Bindi et al., 2009; Akinci et al., 2010; Çelebi et al., 2010). At L’Aquila city, for example, based on previous studies (e.g., De Luca et al., 2005), these effects are related to the presence



of a basin filled with lacustrine sediments with a maximum depth of 250 m. Central Italy features several other sedimentary basins, and these can have a similar influence on ground motion (e.g., Bindi et al., 2004, 2009; Castro et al., 2004). These effects are of primary importance for seismic-hazard assessment (e.g., Komatitsch et al., 2004; Stupazzini et al., 2009), strengthening our interest in modeling them in detail. In this section, we compare SEM synthetics for model m3D to data, also highlighting differences with synthetics based on model m1DT. Figures 4–5 show comparisons for some of the stations (for the Ⓔ complete dataset, see Figs. S1–S7 in the electronic supplement to this article). The frequency range is 0.02 Hz–0.5 Hz. We observe, as expected, that a modulation of the coda is often evident when 3D complexities are taken into account (e.g., stations AQK and AQU in Fig. 4, station MA9 in Fig. 5). Improvements in fit, both in amplitude and phase, are evident mainly on the horizontal components, where topographic effects generally are less pronounced (e.g., stations AQU and FMG in Fig. 4, station RMP in Fig. 5). On vertical components, when model m1DT already provides a good fit, model m3D often produces excessive amplification of the signal when compared to data (e.g., station FMG in Fig. 4, station SPO in Fig. 5). In many examples, these large amplitudes for the 3D model are observed on all components (e.g., stations SBC and NRCA in Fig. 4, station SPO in Fig. 5), whereas in other cases the 3D model improves the fit in both amplitude and phase (e.g., station AQK in Fig. 4, stations MA9 and RMP in Fig. 5). An interesting case is represented by station GSA (Fig. 4), where it is observed that model m3D causes strong amplification on all components between about 7.5 s and 12.5 s. This suggests that the wavespeeds are too slow along the path to this station, resulting in spurious amplification. A more quantitative assessment of misfit is discussed in the Waveform Misfit Analysis subsection. In general, the 3D model enables us to produce (and sometime overestimate) many features in observed seismograms on all components. This confirms that 3D modeling is essential for capturing waveform complexities, that, as expected, are strongly related to lateral heterogeneities, such as sedimentary basins. These features affect mainly the horizontal components, where a good fit due to the 3D model is especially evident. Only slight changes occur in the first seconds of the traces for different structural models. This is an expected result, because this part of the seismograms is comprised of direct waves, which were exploited in the Cirella et al. (2009) source inversion. Figure 6 shows the vertical component velocity wavefield simulated using SPECFEM3D_Cartesian and the 3D model. It illustrates clearly how wave propagation in central Italy is strongly influenced by 3D heterogeneities. Wavefront distortions are due to topographic effects and the presence of low wavespeed sedimentary basins. Ground shaking is prolonged and complicated in and around basins, where energy is trapped because of the presence of low wavespeed sediments. Waves with short wavelengths are predominantly
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Figure 4. Three-component velocity seismograms for stations indicated by the labels on the left (see Fig. 1 for locations). The data are in black, the SEM synthetics are in gray and refer to the 1D model with topography (m1DT) or to the 3D model (m3D). The filter is 0.02–0.5 Hz, and the y axis is the same for each station. Units of velocity are cm=s, except for station NRCA, which is in counts. affected by basins, suggesting that their effects become more pronounced as the frequency increases. To conclude, we have assessed the frequency limit of our simulations by comparing data to SEM synthetics for five filtering ranges, with a maximum frequency of 1 Hz. Figure 7



shows, for one of the stations, the synthetics for model m3D (red) compared to the data (black), exemplifying common behavior for the entire dataset. Extending the frequency range, as expected, affects mainly the coda (in both observed and simulated seismograms). In the 0.02 Hz–0.5 Hz frequency
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Figure 5.
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Same as Figure 4, showing velocity seismograms for stations SPO and ISR in cm=s; the other stations are indicated in counts.



band (which is the same as in Cirella et al., 2009), multiple late arrivals become evident mostly on the horizontal components, and the corresponding 3D synthetics tend to reproduce these features. Low wavespeed sedimentary basins begin to influence waveforms in this frequency range, but the structural and source models still capture the main characteristics of the data.



When the frequency range is extended up to 1 Hz, strong features in the observed seismograms become evident, which are no longer captured by the synthetics. We conclude that the structure and source models presently available for central Italy are not capable of accurately modeling seismic-wave propagation at frequencies higher than ∼0:5 Hz.
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Figure 6.



Snapshots at different time steps of the vertical-component velocity wavefield of the 2009 L’Aquila earthquake propagating along the surface. Red denotes positive values and blue negative values. The view is from the northwest. Wavefront distortions are due to topographic effects and to the presence of low-wavespeed sedimentary basins that trap energy and prolong ground motion.



Figure 7.



Three-component velocity seismogram (in cm=s) for station AQK (see map in Fig. 1) and for five frequency ranges (indicated at the top left of each column). The data are in black, and the SEM synthetics for the m3D wavespeed model are in red. The y axis is the same for all seismograms.



Discussion Waveform Misfit Analysis Visually comparing observed and simulated waveforms (Figs. 3–5) may provide some qualitative information about



the effects of different structural models on simulations. However, to give more quantitative estimates of misfit between data and synthetics for a given wavespeed model, we calculate amplitude and travel-time differences within chosen time windows. The time windows are selected
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manually in order to include P-, S-, and surface-wave arrivals. Using the code measure_adj (see Data and Resources), we calculate the cross-correlation amplitude and travel-time measurements associated with each window, namely Δ ln Am  ln Aobs − ln Am;



1



ΔTm  T obs − Tm;



2



in which Aobs and T obs are the observed amplitude and travel time, respectively, and Am and Tm are the corresponding predicted amplitude and travel time, respectively, for model m. In each time window, the amplitude and phase misfit is calculated by comparing data to synthetics simulated using models m1DF, m1DT, and m3D. The results are shown in Figures 8–9. Figure 8 strongly highlights a common trend of the amplitude misfit between data and synthetics as the structural model varies from m1DF to m1DT to m3D. Using the 1D wavespeed profile without topography (see the m1DF case in Fig. 8) leads, in general, to an underestimation of observed waveform amplitudes, and this occurs primarily in their coda. The introduction of topography has a crucial effect in reducing this amplitude misfit for all components and stations, as indicated by Δ ln A values for the m1DT case in Figure 8, which mostly tend to zero. This clearly reflects the behavior of the seismograms for model m1DT (Fig. 3), which reproduce features of observed seismograms completely missed by model m1DF. The free surface with its topography is the only first-order discontinuity for which we know the exact geometry, and by itself it contains essential information to model primary features of ground-motion behavior at frequencies compatible with the scale length of the topographic features (e.g., basins, hill shapes, orographic profiles, etc.). It follows that realistic descriptions of topography should definitely be included in seismological modeling. Inclusion of 3D heterogeneities (see the m3D case in Fig. 8), although approximate because our knowledge of the subsurface is often scanty, still contributes consistently to a reduction in amplitude misfits. However, for some stations, as already discussed in the previous section, model m3D tends to overestimate waveforms. This is mainly evident in the time windows that span vertical component coda, where model m1DT generally already gives a decent amplitude fit. The trend of the amplitude misfit is also represented in Figure 10a,c. The cumulative distribution of windows as a function of the absolute value of Δ ln A (Fig. 10a) shows a sensible increment of the window number for lower values of Δ ln A when models m1DT or m3D are used, complemented by a reduction of the maximum absΔ ln A in these cases. The amplitude measurement distribution (Fig. 10c) tends to be centered on zero for models m1DT and m3D, reducing the number of windows with large amplitude differences. Figure 10c also highlights the tendency of model m3D to overestimate the observed traces in many windows.



Regarding the behavior of travel-time misfit for different structural models, Figure 9 does not show a clear common trend and the variations of ΔT strongly depend on the choice of window. Topography and 3D heterogeneities have a complex effect on phase arrivals of full synthetic waveforms, producing in many cases lower values of the misfit (e.g., in Fig. 9, model m1DT for the N component of station AQK, the east [E] and north [N] components of station AVZ, the vertical [Z] component of station NRCA, the E component of station CERA, or model m3D for the N component of station CAMP, the Z component of station RMP, the N component of station MA9, the N and Z components of station VAGA). In other cases, however, models m1DT or m3D seem to deteriorate the travel-time fit with respect to model m1DF, both increasing and decreasing ΔT (e.g., in Fig. 9, model m1DT for some windows of SPO N and of SPC E, or model m3D for some windows of NRCA N and a window of AVZ N). From the cumulative distribution in Figure 10b one cannot deduce characteristic behavior of the travel-time misfit for different models. Moreover, as shown in Figure 10d, travel-time measurement distributions for all models are spread over a relatively large range of values and are not centered on zero. Therefore, the results of the travel-time misfit analysis shown in Figures 9 and 10b–d do not allow us to draw general conclusions about phase behavior. In this case, direct visual comparisons of observed and synthetic waveforms are better suited for identifying the capabilities of models with topography and 3D heterogeneities in reproducing features in observed seismograms. What is highlighted by Figures 3–5 is that the complexities of recorded waveforms require a 3D structural description with topography. It is worth remarking that the introduction of a 3D model can lead to the generation of amplitudes larger than those observed in the data, especially when a simpler 1D model with topography already provides a reasonable fit. Scognamiglio et al. (2010) reduced Mw of the 2009 L’Aquila event from 6.3 to 6.1 because an overestimation of slip produced strongly amplified waveforms in simulated time series. This reduction is quite plausible, noting that the results of our simulations based on the 3D model are intrinsically affected by a possible incompatibility between source and structural models. Whereas we use a 3D wavespeed model constructed based on tomography, the source model of Cirella et al. (2009) is obtained by an inversion based on a 1D flat wavespeed profile. This important source of discrepancy between data and synthetics could be resolved in the future by exploiting finite-source models in combination with 3D structural models (e.g., Trasatti et al., 2011; Volpe et al., 2012). Concerning the debate about magnitude, we emphasize that its estimate is not independent from the chosen structural model. The fact that many features in observed seismograms are either missing or poorly matched by the 3D model also highlights that a more accurate description of the structure is required. In constructing our 3D model for central Italy we
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Cross-correlation amplitude differences Δ ln A (equation 1 in the text) between observed and SEM synthetic waveforms for all stations. Labels on the left refer to the wavespeed model used to simulate the synthetics with SPECFEM3D_Cartesian: m1DF is for the 1D wavespeed model without topography, m1DT for the 1D model with topography, and m3D for the 3D model. Bars for each model (m1DF, m1DT, m3D), component, and station indicate the manually selected time windows within which we compare data and synthetics; the colors define the calculated values of the amplitude difference in a given window. Based on equation (1) in the text, positive values of Δ ln A indicate that the synthetic seismogram underestimates the observed one, so the color tends to red. On the other hand, negative values of Δ ln A (blue color) correspond to overestimating observed waveforms. When the color approaches white, the amplitude misfit approaches zero and the fit improves.
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Figure 9.



Same as Figure 8, but for cross-correlation travel-time difference (in s) between data and SEM synthetics (equation 2 in the text). Positive values (red) mean that the synthetics are early compared to the observations, so the wavespeed model is too fast; the reverse is true for negative values (blue).



seek to introduce all available information. However, the adopted wavespeed profiles are possibly affected by uncertainties implicit in the tomographic technique. In particular, basin effects are accounted for by superimposing the V S30



layer on top of the tomographic model. The frequency range of our study and the dimensions of the model justify the use of V S30 , while simplifying and accelerating the construction of the mesh required for the simulations. However, in order
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Figure 10.



(a) Cumulative number of time windows as a function of the absolute value of the cross-correlation amplitude difference, absΔ ln A, between data and SEM synthetics for the 1D flat model (m1DF), the 1D model with topography (m1DT), and the 3D model (m3D). All stations and components are taken into account. The mean and median values for each wavespeed model are shown in the legend, and the dashed gray line highlights the median for each model. (b) Same as (a), but for the cross-correlation travel-time difference (in s). (c) Distributions of the cross-correlation amplitude difference for the three wavespeed models (m1DF, m1DT, m3D), considering all 26 stations and three-component ground motions. (d) Same as (c), but for the cross-correlation travel-time difference (in s).



to increase the frequency content of the simulations, a refinement of the model within basins is necessary. This requires the definition of their shapes and wavespeed contrasts, and possibly honoring these features within the mesh (e.g., Lee et al., 2008). Future analyses of the 2009 L’Aquila event may use a more detailed structural description, for example, an improved 3D model obtained from adjoint tomography (Magnoni, 2012). With regards to attenuation, our simulations with models m1DT and m3D are based on a simplified description of the quality factor, due to the lack of an accurate, comprehensive model for Q in central Italy. However, our results suggest that incorporating attenuation using the Olsen et al. (2003) model improves the fit to observed data with respect to a completely elastic model. A possible limitation of our simulations is that we did not include nonlinearity. This effect may become relevant especially at short distances from the seismic source and could help to reduce the discrepancies between data and synthetics. However, we believe that the frequencies considered in this work are too low to see significant nonlinear effects, although specific analyses would be required to prove that these effects are negligible in our frequency range. Another



possible limitation is that only a kinematic source model is considered. Thus, a dynamic rupture model, which can be handled by SPECFEM3D_Cartesian as well (e.g., Madariaga et al., 2006; Huang et al., 2013), could be helpful in future work to better capture the source complexity that affects the waveforms. Ground motions induced by the 2009 Mw 6.3 L’Aquila earthquake were recently studied by Smerzini and Villani (2012). They produced SEM synthetics numerically accurate up to 2.5 Hz and highlight the role of stochastically varying kinematic source parameters in exciting higher-frequency ground motions, with the ultimate objective of reconstructing broadband near-fault wavefields for engineering purposes. Their implementation of the SEM in the code GeoELSE (following Faccioli et al., 1997) is somewhat different from the SPECFEM3D_Cartesian implementation, allowing, for example, for nonlinear viscoplastic models (di Prisco et al., 2007) or source parameters described as stochastic spatial fields. In addition, instead of a tomographic description of the structure, Smerzini and Villani (2012) constructed a 3D wavespeed model by considering an approximate 3D shape of the Aterno Valley, a horizontally layered crustal model and a linear viscoelastic material. The simulated region is
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considerably smaller than our model volume, and the main focus of their work is to test different finite-source models with the same geological structure. It is worth noting that for frequencies up to ∼0:5 Hz our 3D synthetics, as well as those of Smerzini and Villani (2012) for the same strongmotion stations (see their table 1), decently fit observed waveforms, and maps of PGV are in good agreement with observed values (see the next section). In particular, limiting the maximum frequency to ∼0:5 Hz, ground-motion amplitudes for stations in the upper Aterno Valley, such as AQV and AQG, which are underestimated in the study by Smerzini and Villani (2012), are well reproduced using our 3D structure model (see model m3D in Fig. 8). Peak Ground Velocities PGV maps can be very useful to construct hazard scenarios, highlighting ground-motion features in surrounding areas. Many studies document increased peak ground acceleration (PGA) and PGV due to the presence of sedimentary basins and also due to the source radiation pattern (e.g., Komatitsch et al., 2004; Lee et al., 2008; Lee, Chan, et al., 2009; Lee, Komatitsch, et al., 2009; Stupazzini et al., 2009, and references therein). Some of them (Lee et al., 2008; Lee, Chan, et al., 2009; Lee, Komatitsch, et al., 2009) infer a variation of the expected PGA and PGV related to topography. Thus, they suggest that a high-resolution realistic topography description should be considered in seismic-hazard analysis, especially for densely populated mountainous areas, as advocated by numerous other studies (e.g., Komatitsch and Vilotte 1998; Massa et al., 2010, and references therein). Concerning central Italy, the zone struck by the 2009 L’Aquila event is characterized by high levels of seismic hazard (MPS, Gruppo di Lavoro 2004). The maximum observed value of PGV in the epicentral area, inferred from RAN and INSN station recordings, is ∼65 cm=s (see Data and Resources). Moreover, prominent source directivity toward the southeast was deduced for the 2009 L’Aquila earthquake (e.g., Pino and Di Luccio, 2009; Akinci et al., 2010, and references therein), causing a systematic decrease of PGA and PGV values at sites located to the northwest, that is, in the opposite direction of the rupture propagation (compared to sites located to the southeast). This is consistent with the asymmetric rupture velocity inferred by Cirella et al. (2009). This section presents synthetic maps of PGV obtained by considering both 1D velocity models (m1DF and m1DT) and the 3D model, together with the corresponding finite source. Figure 11a–c shows the three maps, highlighting the effects of introducing topography and 3D lateral heterogeneities. The observed values of PGV at RAN and INSN stations are indicated by the circles in the figures, based on the color scale. Considering the m1DF model, the observed values of PGV are in general underestimated (Fig. 11a). In the epicentral area the maximum value is 45 cm=s, about 30% lower than observed. Introduction of topography (and attenuation) in the model results in a better agreement between observed



and estimated PGV values (Fig. 11b). In particular, the topographic ridges are highlighted, for example, along the Gran Sasso massif in the northeast, featuring higher values of PGV with respect to model m1DF. An interesting case is station GSA, which is located in a small sedimentary plateau and its PGV value was overestimated by model m1DF. When topography is included, the PGV at this station is better reproduced. The maximum calculated PGV value at the epicenter is 48 cm=s. Finally, when using model m3D (Fig. 11c), we obtain PGV estimates in satisfactory agreement with observed values, and in the epicentral area the maximum PGV is 74 cm=s. In this case topographic effects are still evident, and, in addition, the highest values of PGV are mainly observed in sedimentary basins, where most of the energy is trapped. The estimate of PGV at station AVZ in the Fucino basin is improved with respect to the 1D cases. In all maps a source directivity effect on the PGV distribution is evident, with higher values toward the southeast, however model m3D is particularly able to reproduce this aspect. Based on the obtained results, as expected, the pattern of PGV values is strongly influenced by the inclusion of topography and 3D heterogeneities. A better agreement with the observed estimates can be obtained by accounting for all structural complexities. This leads us to conclude that very accurate descriptions of topography and wavespeed heterogeneities (e.g., basins, ridges, etc.) are essential for modeling PGV and PGA. The synthetic maps produced by SPECFEM3D_ Cartesian can be used to construct synthetic ShakeMaps that complement the empirically derived ShakeMaps for the ground-motion intensity in central Italy (Michelini et al., 2008). For the 2009 L’Aquila event, the empirically obtained ShakeMap (see Faenza et al., 2011; and Data and Resources) is shown in Figure 11d. 3D Adjoint Sensitivity Kernels It has been shown that synthetic seismograms simulated using models m1DT and m3D can accurately reproduce particular features (e.g., later arrivals in the coda due to 3D heterogeneity) in observed waveforms. The adjoint approach (e.g., Tarantola, 1984; Tromp et al., 2005, 2008; Fichtner, 2010) may be used to illuminate the volumetric sensitivity region for specific seismic pulses (e.g., Tape et al., 2010) via finite-frequency sensitivity kernels. These kernels are obtained from the interaction of a regular wavefield, generated by the earthquake, and an adjoint wavefield, generated by considering time-reversed signals at the receivers as sources (e.g., Liu and Tromp, 2006; Tape et al., 2007). Running the forward and adjoint simulations together yields sensitivity associated with the chosen waveform, and its sensitivity is reflected by the kernels (e.g., Tromp et al., 2008). Following Tromp et al. (2005), the variation of a generic misfit function F may be written in terms of these volumetric kernels. In particular, for an isotropic model parametrized in terms of compressional wavespeed α, shear wavespeed
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Figure 11.



(a)–(c) Synthetic PGV maps obtained using SPECFEM3D_Cartesian with the finite-fault model for the 2009 M w 6.3 L’Aquila event and three different wavespeed models: (a) 1D wavespeed model without topography (m1DF), (b) 1D model with topography (m1DT), and (c) 3D model (m3D). Circles show PGV values observed at RAN and INSN stations. The maximum PGV indicated in each panel is the highest value in the epicentral area. Colors refer to PGV values based on the scale on the bottom right. (d) ShakeMap of ground motion in central Italy, generated by the 2009 L’Aquila event (see Faenza et al., 2011). Considering the scale on the right, colors correspond to PGV values and also to other parameter ranges (e.g., PGA and instrumental intensity), based on Wald et al. (1999).
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β, and density ρ, one may write in which the integral is over the model volume V. In equation (3), the isotropic misfit kernels K α and K β are the Fréchet derivatives with respect to relative perturbations in compressional and shear wavespeeds, respectively, and are expressed as   κ  43 μ Kα  2 Kκ ; κ
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in which the isotropic misfit kernels K μ and K κ for the shear and bulk moduli are Z



T



D† T − t : Dtdt; K μ  −2μ 0 ZT K κ  −κ ∇ · s† T − t∇ · stdt; 0
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with D  12 ∇s  ∇sT  − 13 ∇ · sI and D†  12 ∇s†  ∇s† T  − 13 ∇ · s† I the traceless strain deviator and its adjoint, respectively. Then



K ′ρ  K κ  K μ  K ρ with ZT K ρ  −ρ s† T − t · ∂ 2t stdt: 0
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As an example, and to highlight the effects of topography and 3D heterogeneities on waveforms, we construct the travel-time adjoint source for a kernel calculation using the signal within the 30–40 s time window of the vertical component velocity at station SUL (Fig. 12, bottom left). The forward wavefield is obtained using SPECFEM3D_ Cartesian with the finite-fault model for the 2009 L’Aquila earthquake and the 3D structural model that also includes topography; the code is subsequently used to perform the adjoint simulation and to construct the kernels. The resulting impedance sensitivity kernel K ′ρ is shown in Figure 12. In the selected frequency band (0.02 Hz–0.5 Hz), the kernel shows that the sensitivity is mainly concentrated along the Gran Sasso and Maiella Massifs, carefully following the path of the ridges. Residual sensitivities occur in the source and receiver regions, a common feature of sensitivity kernels, whereas the slow wavespeed features attributed to the numerous sedimentary basins in central Italy are largely avoided. This reveals, as expected, a strong influence of both topography and 3D heterogeneities on controlling seismic-wave propagation. In particular, it suggests that the specific pulse
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Figure 12.



Impedance 3D sensitivity kernel K ′ρ , viewed from the northwest, for the signal within the black outlined time window in the bottom left picture. Seismograms represent Z-component velocity (in cm=s) at station SUL (blue triangle): data are in black, and synthetics simulated using SPECFEM3D_Cartesian and the 3D wavespeed model are in red. The adjoint source for the kernel calculation was constructed using the time-reversed synthetic velocity within the selected time window. The frequency range is 0.02–0.5 Hz. The fault plane for the 2009 Mw 6.3 L’Aquila earthquake is shown in green.



selected on the seismogram at SUL is mostly sensitive to topographic effects. These areas of high sensitivity can be attributed to topographic scattering and multiple reflections that affect the signal within the chosen window.



Conclusions and Future Work In this study, we have simulated the wavefield generated by the 2009 M w 6.3 L’Aquila earthquake, using a spectralelement method in combination with a kinematic finite-fault solution and various wavespeed models, both 1D and 3D. Using the SEM software package SPECFEM3D_Cartesian, we consider complexities that influence seismic ground motion (e.g., 3D structural heterogeneities, topography, attenuation, fault finiteness). We have confirmed that the SEM is a very powerful tool for accurately simulating observed ground motions in the near-source region of moderate to large earthquakes characterized by complex rupture processes in complicated geological settings. The simulations highlight a strong sensitivity to 3D geological features, which are generally ignored in the inversion for seismological source parameters. In particular, our results demonstrate that many of the pulses in the recorded traces can be reproduced up to ∼0:5 Hz by including topography and 3D structural heterogeneities. Topography can produce significant waveform scattering, amplification, and multiple reflections. These effects are



visible in all seismograms at all stations, especially in their coda. Moreover, although dominated by the characteristics of the source, first arrivals are affected in amplitude by the presence of steep topography. Synthetic seismograms start to match observed traces reasonably well when topography is superimposed on a 1D structural model (model m1DT). We conclude that realistic simulations of wave propagation in central Italy require consideration of topographic scattering. We used an adjoint analysis to illustrate that the origin of distinct features in observed seismograms is not necessarily confined to isolated parts of the structural model, rather it is often the result of a combination of multiple structural characteristics for a given source–receiver geometry. Effects of alluvial basins are captured only partially by our simulations. In particular, stations in larger basins exhibit more accurate waveform fits than those located in or close to smaller ones. This suggests that we likely overestimated the vertical dimension of the smaller basins and thus their impact on the seismograms. Although our synthetics capture important characteristics of observed seismograms, they do not account for many other arrivals and often overestimate amplitudes. This indicates that the adopted structural model needs refinement, because many features of the real structure are likely poorly constrained or neglected. In addition, the larger amplitudes observed in the synthetics when compared to the data can be ascribed to overestimates of the on-fault



Spectral-Element Simulations of Seismic Waves Generated by the 2009 L’Aquila Earthquake slip which, we recall, was obtained from an inversion that adopted a 1D wavespeed profile as the structural model. It follows that there is an intrinsic incompatibility between the source and structural models. Our analysis confirms that alluvial basins and their associated complex geology can have a strong impact in terms of seismic hazard. Specifically, our 3D model, together with the finite-fault representation, significantly improves fits between observed and synthetic estimates of PGV for the 2009 L’Aquila event. Inclusion of both low wavespeed basins and topography increases PGV and generally improves the match to observed values. This demonstrates that both topography and 3D structure represent fundamental information when earthquake scenarios are used for seismic-hazard assessment. In the future it is expected that full waveform tomography of the central Apennines will result in an improved 3D structural model, thereby facilitating the determination of more accurate and detailed finite-fault slip models, resulting in more accurate 3D Green’s functions. This will require expansion of computational resources and power, thereby overcoming current frequency limitations with fundamental consequences for seismic-hazard studies.



Data and Resources Numerical simulations were performed using the spectral-element code SPECFEM3D_Cartesian (http://www .geodynamics.org, last accessed September 2013). Travel time and amplitude misfit measurements were made using the code measure_adj (http://www.geodynamics.org, last accessed September 2013). Meshes for the numerical simulations were constructed using the CUBIT mesh generation package (http://cubit.sandia.gov, last accessed September 2013). Seismograms recorded at velocimetric stations of INSN are available upon request via http://eida.rm.ingv.it (European Integrated Data Archive [EIDA], managed by INGV; last accessed September 2013); waveforms recorded by MedNet are available upon request via http:// mednet.rm.ingv.it (last accessed September 2013). Strongmotion data recorded by RAN were obtained from the ITalian ACcelerometric Archive (ITACA), available at http:// itaca.mi.ingv.it/ItacaNet/ (last accessed September 2013). The Time Domain Moment Tensor (TDMT) solution for the 2009 L’Aquila earthquake was obtained from the INGV online archive, available via http://cnt.rm.ingv.it/tdmt. html (last accessed September 2013). The empirically derived ShakeMap for the mainshock and PGV values at RAN and INSN stations are available via http://shakemap. rm.ingv.it (last accessed September 2013). All other data used in this article come from published studies cited in the references.
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